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Abstract
Recently, G. Alefeld, X. Chen and F. Potra [Numer. Math. 83 (1999) 265–315] presented
a verification method for solutions of linear complementarity problems (LCPs). This paper is
an attempt to obtain more useful information from the output of this verification method. In
particular, existing results can only claim the nonexistence of solutions in a given interval. We
will use the Farkas lemma to check if the interval contains a negative certification which shows
the nonexistence of solutions in the whole space Rn. Moreover, we will study how to choose
a good nonsingular matrix A in the interval operator for P0-matrix linear complementarity
problems. We report numerical results to illustrate the efficiency of the proposed technique. ©
2001 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let M be an n  n matrix and q be an n dimensional vector. The linear comple-
mentarity problem, denoted by LCP, is to find a vector x 2 Rn such that
Mx C q > 0; x > 0; xT.Mx C q/ D 0:
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The LCP unifies many mathematical problems including linear and quadratic pro-
gramming problems, and has numerous applications in engineering [4–6,9,14,19,20].
A number of iterative methods have been developed for solving the LCP, e.g.
interior point methods [19,20] and smoothing methods [4–6,14]. However, very few
numerical methods have been studied for verifying the existence of solutions of the
LCP. In a recent paper, Alefeld et al. [2] proposed a validation method for solutions of
the LCP. They gave a sharp interval extension G.x; TxU/ of the slope of a nonsmooth
operator defined by
F.x/ VD min.x;Mx C q/;
where the “min” operator denotes the componentwise minimum of two vectors.
It is easy to verify that x solves the LCP if and only if x solves the following
system:
F.x/ D 0: (1)
Using the interval extension G.x; TxU/, an interval operator for (1) is defined by
L.x;A; TxU/ VD x − A−1F.x/ C .I − A−1G.x; TxU//.TxU − x/;
where A is an n  n nonsingular matrix.
This operator has the same properties as the Krawczyk operator for the purpose
of validation. In particular:
 if L.x;A; TxU/  TxU, then there exists a solution of (1) in L.x;A; TxU/;
 if L.x;A; TxU/ \ TxU D ;, then there is no solution of (1) in TxU.
By an efficient technique proposed in [3] and later extended to nonsmooth equa-
tions in [7], an interval TxU is constructed in [2] by using an approximate solution
Qx and three Newton iterates starting from Qx. If the problem has a solution, then this
interval TxU is very likely to contain a solution of the LCP. Numerical experiments
have shown that the algorithm proposed in [2] has very good practical performance.
This paper is an attempt to obtain more useful information from the output of
the validation method. In particular, when L.x;A; TxU/ \ TxU D ;, existing results
can only claim the nonexistence of solutions in TxU. We will use the well-known
Farkas lemma [13] to check if TxU contains a negative certificate which shows the
nonexistence of solutions in the whole space Rn. In other words, we may claim that
the LCP has no solution, when L.x;A; TxU/ \ TxU D ;: It will greatly save computa-
tional work for investigating the existence of solutions.
We say Ox is a negative certificate of the LCP if Ox satisfies
−MTx > 0; x > 0; xTq < 0: (2)
By the Farkas lemma, if there is a negative certificate, then the feasible set
S D fx j Mx C q > 0; x > 0g
of the LCP is empty, and so the LCP has no solution.
A matrix M is called a P0-matrix if all principal minors of M are nonnegative.
A matrix M is called a P -matrix if all principal minors of M are positive. A matrix
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M is called a monotone matrix if xTMx > 0 for all x 2 Rn. The class of P -matrix
includes the monotone matrix and the P -matrix. An LCP is called a P0-matrix LCP
(P-matrix LCP) if the involved matrix M is a P0 matrix (P matrix). See [9] for the
P0-matrix LCP.
In Section 2, we study how to choose a good nonsingular matrix A in the in-
terval operator L.x;A; TxU/ for P0-matrix LCP and P-matrix LCP. In Section 3,
we first give an algorithm based on the validation method in [2] and the Farkas
lemma. Next, we report numerical results for testing the algorithm on problems
from [1,2,10,13,16]. The testing was down on a IBM PC by using INTLAB, a
tool-box in Matlab 5.2 for self-validating algorithms given by Rump [18].
An interval TxU is defined by two vectors x; x 2 Rn with x 6 x as
TxU D fx 2 Rn j x 6 x 6 xg:
An interval matrix TLU is defined by two matrices l; l 2 Rnn with l 6 l as
TLU D fl 2 Rnn j l 6 l 6 lg:
The diameter and middle point of an interval TxU are defined, respectively, by
W.TxU/ D x − x and mid.TxU/ D x C x
2
:
The absolute value of an interval TxU is defined by
jTxUj D maxfjxj; jxjg:
The diameter, middle point and absolute value of an interval matrix are defined sim-
ilarly.
For the interval notions and applications to nonlinear or linear systems of equa-
tions, see [11,15,17].
The notation that we employ is standard. Nevertheless, a partial listing is given
for the readers’ convenience. The entries of M and q are denoted by mij and qi ,
respectively. Given an n  n interval matrix G and an n dimensional interval TxU, the
entries of G and TxU are denoted by Gij and TxUi . Let mi be the column vector defined
by the ith row of M, i.e.
mi D .mi1;mi2; : : : ;min/T:
Let ei denote the ith column of the identity matrix I 2 Rnn. Let e 2 Rn denote the
column vector whose elements are all 1. The index set is denoted by N Df1; 2; : : : ; ng.
The set of all nonnegative vectors in Rn is denoted by RnC.
2. Singularity of the slope
For a given interval TxU  Rn and x 2 Rn, paper [2] proposed an algorithm to
define a sharp interval extension G.x; TxU/ such that for any y 2 TxU
F.x/ − F.y/ 2 G.x; TxU/.x − y/:
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For the case x 2 TxU, the algorithm can be simply stated as follows.
For i 2 N , let
yij D

xj if .mi − ei/j > 0;
xj otherwise,
j D 1; 2; : : : ; n;
and
zij D

xj if .mi − ei/j 6 0;
xj otherwise;
j D 1; 2; : : : ; n:
It is easy to see that for every v 2 TxU,
.mi − ei/Tyi C qi 6 .mi − ei/Tv C qi 6 .mi − ei/Tzi C qi for all i 2 N:
The ith-row of the interval extension G.x; TxU/ is defined as follows:
If .mi − ei/Tyi C qi > 0, let Gi.x; TxU/ D eTi :
If .mi − ei/Tzi C qi 6 0, let Gi.x; TxU/ D mTi :
If .mi − ei/Tyi C qi < 0 and .mi − ei/Tzi C qi > 0, we use the following steps to
define Gi.x; TxU/:
(i) If .mi − ei/Tx C qi D 0; let
Gi.x; TxU/ D mTi C T0; 1U.ei − mi/T:
(ii) If .mi − ei/Tx C qi > 0; let
ti D .mi − ei/
Tx C qi
.mi − ei/T.x − yi/ (3)
and
Gi.x; TxU/ D mTi C Tti ; 1U.ei − mi/T:
(iii) If .mi − ei/Tx C qi < 0; let
ti D .mi − ei/
Tx C qi
.mi − ei/T.x − zi/ (4)
and
Gi.x; TxU/ D eTi C Tti ; 1U.mi − ei/T:
The following lemma given by Gabriel and Moré [12] is a key tool for studying the
nonsingularity of the interval extension G.x; TxU/.
Lemma 1 T12U.
1: M is a P -matrix if and only if M C D.I − M/ is nonsingular for any diagonal
matrix D D diag.di/ with 0 6 di 6 1:
2: M is a P0-matrix if and only if M C D.I − M/ is nonsingular for any diagonal
matrix D D diag.di/ with 0 < di 6 1:
Theorem 2. Every A 2 G.x; TxU/ is nonsingular ifV
1: either M is a P -matrixI or
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2: M is a P0-matrix and .mi − ei/Tzi C qi > 0 and .mi − ei/Tx C qi =D 0 for all
i 2 N .
Proof. Notice that ti defined by (3) or (4) is within .0; 1/: Hence, the interval exten-
sion G.x; TxU/ has the form
G.x; TxU/ D M C diag.TdU1; : : : ; TdUn/.I − M/;
where TdUi  T0; 1U; i D 1; : : : ; n. By the construction of G.x; TxU/, for every A 2
G.x; TxU/, there is a diagonal matrix
D D diag.d1; d2; : : : ; dn/ .0 6 di 6 1/
such that
A D M C D.I − M/:
Hence part 1 follows from part 1 of Lemma 1.
Moreover; if .mi − ei/Tzi C qi > 0 and .mi − ei/Tx C qi =D 0 for all i 2 N , then
0 < di 6 1 for all i 2 N . Therefore; part 2 follows from part 2 of Lemma 1. 
Given x 2 TxU and A 2 Rnn, by the calculation rules for the interval arithmetic
operators [15], we have
W.L.x;A; TxU// 6 jA−1jjA − G.x; TxU/jW.TxU/:
If A D mid.G.x; TxU// then
W.L.x;A; TxU// 6 12 jA−1jW.G.x; TxU//W.TxU/:
In addition, with A D mid.G.x; TxU/, the middle point of L.x;A; TxU/ is
mid.L.x;A; TxU// D x − A−1F.x/:
Suppose TxU has a solution x and A D mid .G.x; TxU//. Then
x − mid.L.x;A; TxU//Dx − .x − A−1F.x//
Dx − A−1F.x/ − .x − A−1F.x//
D.x − x/ − A−1.F .x/ − F.x//
2 .x − x/ − A−1.G.x; TxU/.x − x//
D.I − A−1G.x; TxU//.x − x/:
Thus
jx − mid.L.x;A; TxU//j6 jI − A−1G.x; TxU/jjx − xj
6 jA−1jjA − G.x; TxU/jjx − xj
6 12 jA−1jW.G.x; TxU//jx − xj:
Therefore, mid.G.x; TxU// or an approximation to it is a good candidate for the ma-
trix A in L.x;A; TxU/. Hence we choose A as follows:
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A D

mid.G.x; TxU// if mid.G.x; TxU// is nonsingular,
mid.G.x; TxU// C D.I − M/ otherwise; (5)
where D is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are defined as
.D/ii D

 if
(
mid.G.x; TxU//
i
D mi;
0 otherwise,
i D 1; 2; : : : ; n;
and  2 .0; 1/.
Proposition 3. If M is a P -matrix; then mid.G.x; TxU// is nonsingular. If M is a
P0-matrix; then A defined by (5) is nonsingular.
Proof. The first part of this proposition follows from part 1 of Theorem 2.
From the construction of G.x; TxU/ (see proof of Theorem 2), every matrix B 2
G.x; TxU/ has the form
B D M C D.I − M/;
where D D diag.d1; d2; : : : ; dn/, 0 6 di 6 1 for i 2 N . If mid.G.x; TxU// is singu-
lar, by part 2 of Lemma 1 the P0-property implies that there must be an i such that(
mid.G.x; TxU//
i
D mi . Then by (5), the ith row of A is defined by
Ai D mi C .ei − mi/;  2 .0; 1/:
This implies that
A D M C D.I − M/;
where D D diag .d1; d2; : : : ; dn/, 0 < di 6 1 for i 2 N . Using part 2 of Lemma 1
again, A is nonsingular. 
The following proposition shows that the singularity of mid.G.x; TxU// can be
easily checked by using the middle point of the diagonal interval matrix
diag.TdU1; : : : ; TdUn/.
Proposition 4. Suppose that M is a P0-matrix. If mid(diag .TdU1; : : : ; TdUn// is
nonsingular then mid.G.x; TxU// is nonsingular.
Proof. We can show
mid.G.x; TxU// D M C mid.diag.TdU1; : : : ; TdUn//.I − M/:
Indeed, let
ij D

1 if i D j ,
0 if i =D j:
Then we have
G.x; TxU/ij D mij C Tdi; diU.ij − mij /:
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Thus
mid.G.x; TxU/ij /D 12
(
mij C di.ij − mij / C mij C di.ij − mij /

Dmij C di C di2 .ij − mij /Dmij C mid.TdUi/.ij − mij /:
Notice that the nonsingularity of mid.diag.TdU1; : : : ; TdUn// implies that 0 < mid
.TdUi/ 6 1 for i D 1; 2; : : : ; n. Hence by Lemma 1, mid.G.x; TxU// is nonsingu-
lar. 
3. Algorithm and numerical results
We first use the smoothing algorithm proposed in [8] to find an appropriate vector
Qx of the LCP in the sense that
kF.xkC1/k2 6  or kxkC1 − xkk2 6 ;
where  is a small positive number. Let Qx D max.0; xkC1/. Next we use the following
algorithm to verify the existence of solutions of the LCP.
Algorithm 1. Choose positive numbers r > 0 and  2 .0; 1/.
Initial Step. Calculate
TxU0 D T Qx − re; Qx C reU \ RnC and x0 D Qx
Step 1. Compute Ak by (5) and set
L.xk;Ak; TxUk/ D xk − A−1k F .xk/ C .I − A−1k G.xk; TxUk//.TxUk − xk/:
Step 2.1. If
L.xk;Ak; TxUk/  TxUk;
set TxUkC1 D L.xk;Ak; TxUk/ and print “TxUkC1 has a solution”. Stop.
Step 2.2. If
L.xk;Ak; TxUk/ \ TxUk D ;;
solve the following linear programming problem:
minimize qTx C
nX
iD1
.MTx/i;
subject to x 2 TxUk:
(6)
If a solution Ox of (6) satisfies qT Ox < 0 and MT Ox 6 0, then print “LCP has no solu-
tion”, otherwise print “TxUk has no solution”. Stop.
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Step 3. If TxUk  L.xk;Ak; TxUk/, set
xkC1 D mid .TxUk/;
TxUkC1 D TxkC1 − W.TxUk/=2; xkC1 C W.TxUk/=2U:
If TxUk 6 L.xk;Ak; TxUk/, set
TxUkC1 D TxUk \ L.xk;Ak; TxUk/;
xkC1 D ProjTxUkC1.xk/:
Return to Step 1.
Remark 1. The box constrained linear programming problem (6) is very easy to
solve. In fact, its solution can be defined by
Oxi D
8><
>:
xi if qi C
nX
jD1
mij 6 0;
xi otherwise;
i D 1; 2; : : : ; n:
ProjTxU./ denotes the projection from Rn onto the interval TxU. In particular, for any
y 2 Rn
.ProjTxU.y//i D
8<
:
yi if xi 6 yi 6 xi;
xi if yi < xi;
xi if yi > xi :
Remark 2. In Step 2.2 of Algorithm 1, if L.xk;Ak; TxUk/ \ TxUk D ;, then by the
validation property of L, there is no solution in TxUk. Furthermore, by the construction
of Algorithm 1, if for all l 6 k, TxUl 6 L.xl; Al; TxUl/ also holds, we can claim that
TxU0 has no solution.
Example 5 [2; Example 4:1].
M D
0
@ 0 0 10 0 1
−1 −1 0
1
A ; q D
0
@ 21
−10−6
1
A :
This LCP corresponds to the following linear programming problem:
minimize cTx;
subject to Au > b; u > 0;
where A D .−1;−1/; b D 10−6; c D .2; 1/T: The vector
Qx D .10−6; 10−6; 1/T
is an approximate solution of this LCP in the sense that
kF.x/k2 6 4  10−6:
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However, it was shown in [2] there is no solution in
TxU D Qx C rT−e; eU D
 10−6
10−6
1
!
C 0:25
 T−1; 1U
T−1; 1U
T−1; 1U
!
with r D 0:25, because
TxU \ L.x;A; TxU/ D ;:
Using Algorithm 1, we can claim that this LCP has no solution in Rn. In fact, Ox D
.0; 0; 1:25/T is a solution of the following linear programming problem:
minimize qTx C
3X
iD1
.MTx/i;
subject to x 2 TxU0;
where TxU0 D TxU \ R3C and the objective coefficient vector is 2
1
−10−6
!
C
 0
0
−1
!
C
 0
0
−1
!
C
 1
1
0
!
D
 3
2
−2 − 10−6
!
:
Since qT Ox D −10−6  1:25 < 0; Ox > 0; −MT Ox > 0, Ox is a negative certificate.
Therefore, we can claim that this LCP has no solution by the Farkas lemma.
Now we report numerical results for 21 problems chosen from [1,10,13,16]. The
testing was down on a IBM PC by using INTLAB, a tool-box in Matlab 5.2 for self-
validating algorithms given by Rump [18]. Parameters in Algorithm 1 were chosen
as
 D 0:1; r D 0:1;  D 2:2  10−16:
Example 6 T13; p. 93U.
M D
0
BBBB@
0 0 −1 1 −1
0 0 −1 −1 1
1 1 0 0 0
−1 1 0 0 0
1 −1 0 0 0
1
CCCCA ; q D
0
BBBB@
−1
−1
−1
1
1
1
CCCCA :
This problem has no solution. It is easy to see that .1; 1; 0; 0; 0/T is a negative cer-
tificate. By one iteration, Algorithm 1 gave a result “LCP has no solution”.
Example 7 T1U.
M D
0
BBBBB@
4 −2 0 0 : : : 0
1 4 −2 0 : : : 0
0 1 4 −2 0 : : : 0
:::
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
:::
0 : : : : : : 0 1 4
1
CCCCCA ; q D −4e:
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Table 1
Numerical results for Example 7
n Cpu (s) Result kW.TxU2/k1
100 2.58 TxU2 has a solution 1:3e − 15
250 17.8 TxU2 has a solution 1:3e − 15
500 109.52 TxU2 has a solution 1:3e − 15
750 316.64 TxU2 has a solution 1:3e − 15
1000 877.93 TxU2 has a solution 1:3e − 15
This problem has a solution (see Table 1).
Example 8 T10U.
M D
0
BBBBB@
1 2 2 : : : 2
2 5 6 : : : 6
2 6 9 : : : 10
:::
:::
:::
.
.
.
:::
2 6 10 : : : 4.n − 1/ C 1
1
CCCCCA ; q D −e:
This problem has a solution (see Table 2).
Example 9 T16U.
M D
0
BBB@
1 2 2 : : : 2
0 1 2 : : : 2
:::
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
:::
0 0 0 : : : 1
1
CCCA ; q D −e:
This problem has a solution (see Table 3).
Example 10. To generate a problem which has no solution, we reset mnn D 0 in the
matrix M of the Murty problem. The resulting problem has
Table 2
Numerical results for Example 8
n Cpu (s) Result kW.TxU2/k1
100 2.86 TxU2 has a solution 1:0e − 16
250 17.52 TxU2 has a solution 1:0e − 16
500 108.65 TxU2 has a solution 1:0e − 16
750 361.79 TxU2 has a solution 1:0e − 16
1000 999.26 TxU2 has a solution 1:0e − 16
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Table 3
Numerical results for Example 9
n Cpu (s) Result kW.TxU1/k1
100 1.05 TxU1 has a solution 1:0e − 16
250 8.46 TxU1 has a solution 1:0e − 16
500 53.44 TxU1 has a solution 1:0e − 16
750 145.56 TxU1 has a solution 1:0e − 16
1000 378.44 TxU1 has a solution 1:0e − 16
Table 4
Numerical results for Example 10, iteration k D 1
n Cpu (s) Result
100 1.54 LCP has no solution
250 10.77 LCP has no solution
500 58.99 LCP has no solution
750 164.4 LCP has no solution
1000 485.49 LCP has no solution
M D
0
BBBBB@
1 2 2 : : : 2
0 1 2 : : : 2
:::
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
:::
0 : : : 0 1 2
0 0 0 : : : 0
1
CCCCCA ; q D −e
(see Table 4).
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